The Maximum Isomorphic Agreement Subtree (MIT) problem is one of the simplest versions of the Maximum Interval Weight Agreement Subtree method (MIWT) which is used to compare phylogenies. More precisely MIT allows to provide a subset of the species such that the exact distances between species in such subset are preserved among all evolutionary trees considered. In this paper, the approximation complexity of the MIT problem is investigated, showing that it cannot be approximated in polynomial time within factor log δ n for any δ > 0 unless NP⊆DTIME(2 polylog n ) for instances containing three trees. Moreover, we show that such result can be strengthened whenever instances of the MIT problem can contain an arbitrary number of trees, since MIT shares the same approximation lower bound of MAX CLIQUE.
Introduction
Evolutionary trees are trees where each leaf is labeled by a distinct element in a set S of species and where all internal nodes have degree at least three. They are frequently used by biologists to represent classifications of species. More precisely, each edge is weighted with the estimated (temporal) distance between the two species represented by its endpoints. A number of methods to infer evolutionary trees have been proposed [9, 15, 5, 13, 14, 17, 31, 4, 3, 27, 8, 34] , moreover it is rather common to compare the same set of species w.r.t. different biological sequences or different genes, hence obtaining various trees. This fact motivates the compelling need to compare different trees, in order to extract a common history. The Maximum Agreement Subtree method is a basic approach that allows to reconciliate different evolutionary trees over the same set of species: it computes a subset of the extant species about which all trees "agree". A general way to define an agreement subtree from a set T 1 , · · · , T k of S-labeled trees has been formalized in [1] . This method assumes that each edge is labeled by an interval weight (a range of time to measure the duration of the evolution process) and looks for a subset S * of the extant species S such that:
• each edge of the subtree induced in each tree of the given set is labeled by a value belonging to the given interval,
• for each pair of extant species in S * , the distance between them is the same in all trees.
The problem stated above is called Maximum Interval Weight Agreement Subtree (MIWT), and is a very general formulation of the problem of comparing phylogenies. In order to obtain more efficient algorithmic solutions, some restrictions have been introduced to MIWT. A first natural restriction requires that each interval reduces to a single value; such problem is called Maximum Weight Agreement Subtree (MWT). A different restriction of MIWT is the one where an agreement subtree is homeomorphic to a subtree of each tree in the instance, since it is equivalent to require all intervals to be of the form [1, n − 1], where n is the number of extant species considered. This problem is called Maximum Homeomorphic Agreement Subtree (MHT). Note that this problem is sometimes referred to as Maximum Agreement Subtree and is abbreviated by (MAST). A third restriction of MIWT is the one where all intervals are of the form [1, 1] , and is called Maximum Isomorphic Agreement Subtree (MIT), as all subtrees induced by a feasible solution must be isomorphic. The MIT problem is also a restricted case of the maximum isomorphic subgraph problem, investigated in [23] . Since MIT and MHT are the two more restricted problems among the ones we have mentioned, most of the efforts to develop efficient algorithms have been concentrated on them.
Efficient algorithms for the MHT problem for instances of two trees have been widely investigated in literature. While some heuristics have been found [16, 28] , the first polynomial time algorithm has been described only in 1993 by Steel and Warnow [33] . Afterwards further improvements have appeared in literature [10, 24, 29] . To our knowledge the most efficient algorithms for the problem are due to Farach and Thorup which developed a O(n 3/2 log n) algorithm for rooted trees of bounded degree [11, 12] , to Cole and Hariharan [7, 6] for the case of rooted trees of unbounded degree, which gave a O(n log n) algorithm, and to Kao, Lam, Przytycka, Sung and Ting [25] which described a technique allowing to match the time complexity of the two previously cited algorithms also in the case of unrooted trees. The problems MHT and MIT over a set of trees, where at least one of the trees has bounded degree, can be solved in polynomial time [1] , even though the time complexity is exponential in the bound for the degree. Moreover both problems are NP-hard for instances containing three trees of unbounded degree, hence it is necessary to focus on designing polynomial time approximation algorithms. The approximation complexity of the MHT problem has been deeply investigated in [21] , where some strong negative results have been obtained. Since the MIT is a different restriction of the MIWT, it seems natural to investigate if the negative results for MHT hold also for MIT or the latter problem is easier to approximate than the former one. In our paper we show that the negative results of [21] hold also for the MIT problem, as a consequence of a nontrivial application of the selfimprovement technique. Applying self-improvement usually leads to a result of the form "either problem Π admits a PTAS or Π cannot be approximated within a constant factor unless NP=P (or another unlikely collapse between complexity classes occur). This idea has been exploited in [18] to prove that Max Independent Set either has a PTAS or no constant factor polynomial-time approximation algorithm (unless NP=P) and has been successively pushed further by Karger et. al. in [26] to prove that the Longest Path cannot be approximated within O(logn) unless P=NP. In the latter paper the inapproximability result has been obtained by combining the self-improvement technique and an L-reduction (to prove that the problem is MAX SNP-hard). Consequently the "easy" way to prove that MIT is hard to approximate seems to rely on the MAX SNP-hardness proof by Amir and Keselman [1] and on the application of the self-improvement technique to the problem. Unfortunately the MIT problem seems to lack some of the properties that in [21] have been exploited implicitly in the proofs. Hence in our paper we deal with a restriction of MIT, called R-MIT, that has the desired properties, but before applying self-improvement to R-MIT we have to prove that the latter problem is MAX SNP-hard.
As a consequence of our results achieving a constant error ratio is an NPhard problem, even for instances consisting of only three trees. Moreover we have strengthened such negative results in the case of instances containing an arbitrary number of trees (in the restricted case where each tree in the instance has depth 2), as we show that MIT shares exactly the same inapproximability properties of MAX CLIQUE [20] , implying that there cannot exist a polynomial time n 1− ratio approximation algorithm for each > 0, unless NP=ZPP. A similar, but slightly weaker, negative result on the approximability of MHT has been obtained in [19] , showing that such problem cannot be approximated within factor n for any 0 ≤ < 1 9 , since approximating MHT within factor n in polynomial time implies a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for MAX CLIQUE with n 3 +o(1) guaranteed approximation ratio.
Preliminaries
All trees we will deal with in this paper are rooted, that is we distinguish a special vertex of the tree T and we call such a vertex root, denoted by r(T ). All results presented in the paper are referred to rooted trees, but they can be generalized to the unrooted case.
Let S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } be a set of labels. An S-labeled tree has n leaves, each one labeled with a distinct element of S; since each label identifies unambiguously a leaf of the tree, in the following of the paper we will write a label x meaning the leaf of the tree with label x. The Maximum Isomorphic Agreement Subtree Problem (shortly MIT) is defined formally as follows: Instance: a set T = {T 1 , . . . , T m } of S-labeled trees. Solution: an S * -labeled tree T * , with S * ⊆ S, such that T * is isomorphic to a subtree of all trees in T . Measure: |S * |, to be maximized. The Maximum Homeomorphic Agreement Subtree (shortly MHT) is: Instance: a set T = {T 1 , . . . , T m } of S-labeled trees. Solution: an S * -labeled tree T * , with S * ⊆ S, such that T * does not contain any internal node (with the possible exception of the root) of degree 2 and, for each tree T i ∈ T , T * is homeomorphic to a subtree of T i . Measure: |S * |, to be maximized. Let T be a tree and let a, b be two nodes of T , then we will denote by d T (a, b) the distance between a and b in T , that is the number of edges in the unique simple path from a to b in T . Let T be a rooted tree, and let t be a node of T , then the depth of t in T is the distance of t from the root of T . The depth of a tree T , denoted by depth(T ), is the maximum among the depths of its nodes. Given two leaves a, b of T we define the least common ancestor, of a and b in T , denoted by lca T (a, b), as the maximum depth node of T which is ancestor of both a and b.
It is immediate to note that the NP-completeness proof given by Amir and Keselman in [1] is an L-reduction for the MHT problem, as pointed out in [21] . Similarly it is possible to prove that MIT is MAX SNP-hard, that is there is no polynomial time approximation scheme for it, unless P=NP.
Anyway, differently from [21] , we have to deal with a restricted version of the problem in order to prove our inapproximability results, hence such MAX SNPhardness proof is not adequate to our purposes. More precisely we consider only instances consisting of trees having leaves all at the same depth in every tree. Formally d Ti (a, r(T i )) = d Tj (b, r(T j )) for all a, b ∈ S and every pair of trees T i , T j in the instance. We will say that trees in such instances are restricted. This new problem will be called R-MIT. Clearly all inapproximability results for this problem hold also for MIT.
The following Lemma, proved in [32] , characterizes all feasible solutions of each instance of R-MIT. Lemma 2.1 Let T be a set of S-labeled trees, and let S * ⊆ S. Then there exists a S * -labeled tree T * that is isomorphic to a subtree of each tree in T if and only if for each pair of labels a, b ∈ S * , a and b have the same distance in all trees in T .
As a consequence we can identify a feasible solution of an instance of MIT as a subset of its label set. The following property of trees, whose straightforward proof is omitted, will be used in the remaining of the paper. Proposition 2.2 Let a, b be two leaves of a S-labeled tree with root r. Then T (a, b) ).
R-MIT is MAX SNP-hard
In this section we are going to prove that the R-MIT problem is MAX SNPhard. This results is necessary to prove that MIT is hard to approximate even on instances consisting of only three trees.
The first step is to rule out the possibility of having a PTAS, that is a polynomial time (1 + )-approximation algorithm for all fixed constants > 0, for R-MIT, by describing an L-reduction (the definition of L-reduction among optimization problems has been given in [30] ).
The problem used in the L-reduction to R-MIT is the Tridimensional Bounded Matching (shortly 3DM-B), formally defined as follows: Instance: three pairwise disjoint sets < X 1 , X 2 , X 3 > and a set M of distinct triples where M ⊆ X 1 × X 2 × X 3 and every element in X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ X 3 occurs in at least one and at most B triples of M . Solution: a subset M 1 of M , such that no two triples in M 1 share a common element. Measure: |M 1 |, to be maximized. The general 3DM-B problem is MAX SNP-hard [22] .
Let M =< X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , M > be an instance of the 3DM-B problem, with M ⊆
. . x i,|Xi| }. Then we will associate to M an instance < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > of MIT. Each tree T i consists of the following nodes and edges: a root labeled r i , a node connected to the root for each element x i,j of X i , and each triple (x 1,j , x 2,j , x 3,j ) ∈ M is a leaf of T i connected to x i,j . Consequently each tree T i is M -labeled.
In Fig. 1 it is represented the instance of R-MIT associated to the instance of 3DM-B where Since the distance from each node to the root is 2 in all trees of the instance of MIT associated to an instance of 3DM-B, such set of trees is an instance of R-MIT. The following Lemma is an immediate consequence of such fact. Lemma 3.1 Let M =< X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , M > be an instance of 3DM-B, and let < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > be the associated instance of MIT. Given a tree T i with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and given two distinct leaves s, t of T i , then the distance between s and t in T i is 2 or 4.
Note that the distance of two leaves s and t in a tree T i is 2 if and only if s and t are labeled by triples of M that share the same element in the set X i . Lemma 3.2 Let M =< X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , M > be an instance of 3DM-B, let S ⊆ M , and let < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > be the instance of R-MIT associated to M. Then S is a feasible solution of < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > if and only if each pair s, t of distinct triples in S has distance 4 in all trees T i .
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 S is a feasible solution if and only if each distinct pair s, t of triples in S have the same distance in all trees T i , which is, by Lemma 3.1 either 2 or 4. Let us assume that there exists a pair s, t that has distance 2 in all trees. Then by construction s is equal to t, contradicting the fact that all triples in M are distinct, hence for each pair the distance must be 4, as stated. The other direction follows immediately by Lemma 2.1.
2 From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 the reduction from 3DM-B to R-MIT that we have described can be thought as a polynomial-time computable function r that associates to each instance M of 3DM-B an instance r(M) of R-MIT and a polynomial-time computable function s that associates to each feasible solution Apx of r(M) a feasible solution s(Apx) such that the costs of Apx and of s(Apx) are the same and the optima of M and of r(M) are the same. This implies that our reduction is an L-reduction, hence R-MIT is MAX SNP-hard. The following theorem follows from the results by Arora et. al. given in [2] . Theorem 3.3 There does not exists a PTAS for R-MIT unless P=NP.
Product of trees
The inapproximability result over instances of three trees is obtained by means of the self-improvement technique. In [21] such technique has been exploited to prove a similar result for the MHT problem. Such technique requires a careful definition of a product between instances of the problem, which is defined as follows: Definition 4.1 Let T 1 be a S 1 -labeled tree, T 2 a S 2 -labeled tree and, for a given leaf s of T 1 , T 2·s is the tree obtained from T 2 relabeling each leaf s 2 with the sequence ss 2 . Then the product T 1 · T 2 is the tree obtained from T 1 replacing each leaf s with the tree T 2·s .
Let T be a S-labeled tree, then T 2 = T · T and
Note that the label of a leaf of the tree T k is a string s 1 . . . s k of k symbols over the alphabet S. An immediate property of the product of trees is stated below: Proposition 4.1 Let T 1 , T 2 be two restricted trees. Then T 1 · T 2 is also a restricted tree.
The following Lemma points out the motivation for our definition of product. Lemma 4.2 Let T 1 , T 2 be two restricted S-labeled trees, let a, b be two labels in S and let α, β be two strings of k −1 symbols over S.
Proof. Since T 1 and T 2 are restricted trees (that is in T 1 and T 2 all leaves have the same depth), and by Proposition 2.2, in order to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that 
). This suffices to prove the Lemma. 
By applying Lemma 4.2 iteratively we can obtain k feasible solutions F i of < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >, where each solution F i contains exactly the symbols f αi of S that are in the i-th position of a string in S k . Let F * be the largest such F i and let F * k be the set of strings {f 1 . . . f k : f j ∈ F * , 1 ≤ j ≤ k}. Just as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 it is possible to prove that F * k is a feasible solution of < T
>. An immediate counting argument and the fact that F * is the F i of maximum cardinality imply that
In the following, given an instance < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > of R-MIT and an approximation algorithm for R-MIT, we will denote by apx(< T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >) the solution returned by such algorithm for the instance < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >, while Opt(< T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >) denotes the optimum solution. The basic idea of the proofs of the main results in this section is sketched in the following: given an instance < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 > of R-MIT we expand it (by Lemma 4.3) to another instance < T > an approximate solution of apx(< T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >) whose approximation factor is "much better" than the one we have got for apx ( 
We now state our main results, where all logarithms have natural bases. Theorem 4.5 There does not exists a polynomial-time constant-ratio approximation algorithm for R-MIT unless NP=P.
Proof. Assume that there exists a -approximation algorithm with polynomial time complexity for R-MIT. Pose k = log , consequently e k ≥ . Then, by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4,
time, hence we have described a PTAS for R-MIT. By Theorem 3.3 NP=P.
2 Corollary 4.6 There exists δ > 0 such that R-MIT cannot be approximated within factor log δ n in polynomial time, unless NP⊆DTIME[2 polylog n ].
Proof. Assume that for all δ > 0 there exists a log δ n-approximation polynomialtime algorithm for R-MIT, we will prove that there exists an e-approximation polynomial-time algorithm. Pose k = log(log δ n) , consequently e k ≥ log δ n. Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 we will denote with apx(< T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >) the solution returned by the approximation algorithm for the instance < T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >, while Opt(< T 1 , T 2 , T 3 >) denotes the optimum solution. Then, by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4,
≤ log δ n taking the logarithms of both sides
implying that log( Opt(<T1,T2,T3>) apx(<T1,T2,T3>) ) ≤ 1. Hence Opt(<T1,T2,T3>) apx(<T1,T2,T3>) ≤ e. It is immediate to note that that computing < T
polylogn time. Thus the claim follows from Thm. 4.5. 2
Inapproximability over unbounded number of trees
The inapproximability result presented in the previous section can be strengthened when instances are not required to contain exactly three trees, but can contain an arbitrary number of trees (even in the case of all trees of depth 2). This can be proved by a simple L-reduction from MAX CLIQUE. Since such reduction preserves the optimum and the cost of approximate solutions, MIT with unbounded number of trees inherits the same inapproximability results of MAX CLIQUE, which cannot be approximated within n 1− for each > 0, unless ZPP=NP. [20] . The formal definition of the MAX CLIQUE problem follows: Instance: an unoriented graph G =< V, E >. Solution: a clique of G, that is is a subset C ⊆ V such that (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ E for each pair c 1 , c 2 of vertices in C. Measure: |C|, to be maximized.
The reduction is quite simple: let G = (V, E) be a graph with E = ∅. The instance of MIT contains the V -labeled trees in the set {T edge } ∪ {T ij : i, j ∈ V, (i, j) / ∈ E}, where T edge has root r and each leaf v of T edge has p v as parent and p v is a child of r. Each tree T ij consists of a root r, a node p ij that is the parent of both leaves v i , v j a node p z for each z ∈ V − {v i , v j } and each p z is the parent of the leaf v z . Moreover p ij and all p z with z ∈ V − {i, j} are the children of the root. An example of application of such reduction is represented in Fig. 3 . The following Lemma points out the structure of all feasible solutions considered in our reduction. Lemma 5.1 Let G =< V, E > be an instance of MAX CLIQUE, let T be the set of V -labeled trees associated to G, and let T be a feasible solution of MIT(T ). Let v 1 , v 2 be two distinct leaves of T . Then the distance between v 1 and v 2 in T is four.
Proof. Let v 1 , v 2 be two distinct leaves of T . Since v 1 and v 2 are both in a feasible solution T of T , by Lemma 2.1 their distance must be the same in all trees in T . Since d T edge (v 1 , v 2 ) = 4 then d T (v 1 , v 2 ) = 4. 2 We will show how to compute a feasible solution of MIT from a feasible solution of MAX CLIQUE and vice versa, so that the costs of both solutions are the same.
Let T be the instance of MIT, associated to the instance G =< V, E > of MAX CLIQUE, and let V 1 ⊂ V be a feasible solution of T . Please note that, by Lemmas 2.1 and 5.1 a subset V 1 ⊆ V is a feasible solution of T if and only if d T (v 1 , v 2 ) = 4 for each pair of distinct elements v i , v j ∈ V 1 and each tree T ∈ T . We will prove that V 1 is a clique of G. Assume to the contrary that V 1 is not a clique of G, that is there exist two vertices v i , v j ∈ V 1 such that (v i , v j ) / ∈ E. By construction in T there is the tree T ij , and d Tij (v i , v j ) = 2. Consequently by Lemma 5.1 v i and v j cannot both be in a feasible solution of T . To compute a feasible solution of T from a clique of G is trivial, hence the following theorem follows: Theorem 5.2 MIT over an unbounded number of trees cannot be approximated within n 1− for each > 0, unless ZPP=NP.
Conclusions
The MIT problem is one of the simplest formulations of evolutionary trees comparison proposed in literature, while the most studied of such formulations is the MHT problem. In our paper we have shown that MIT shares the same inapproximability bounds of MHT whenever the instances are restricted to contain exactly 3 trees, while it inherits the same bounds of MAX CLIQUE when the instances are unrestricted.
